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ACTIVE SPEAKER
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N O M I N A L 

RESISTANCE

Special type connector Special type connector

 Inverted

Special type connector

[PRODUCT PARAMETERS]

[APPLICATION  FIELD]

[PRODUCT  FEATURES]

Thank you for buying L AX ac�ve speaker products.
Please read this instruc�on completely to ensure long-term use of the 
product with the best performance. Please keep the instruc�ons for future 
reference.

[INTRODUCTION TO THE]

Conference room, lecture hall ,exhibition hall, hotel and cafe, etc

This series is a trapezoidal built-in two-way speaker, which is composed of a 

point-blank mid and low frequency paper cone unit and a 25mm high 

frequency compression unit. Carefully tuned smooth frequency response, 

so that the sound restore more clear and natural;Unique box shape design, 

using PVC skin technology, elegant and delicate appearance, will play to the 

extreme cost performance. The protective surface of the speaker unit is 

equipped with black iron mesh, which is covered with high-permeability 

cotton.The box is equipped with 6 x M10 lifting points, which can be hung in 

multiple directions. The bottom of the speaker is equipped with a 35mm 

bracket.

[IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION AND SYMBOL DESCRIPTION]

4, The equipment shall not suffer from water droplets or splashes, and the 
equipment shall not be placed with objects filled with liquid such as vases;

5. This product is class-structure equipment, please connect the equipment 
with the power grid output socket with protection grounding connection 
when using.

3. Do not place exposed flame sources on the equipment, such as lit 
candles;

1. Don't block the vents. Install according to manufacturer's instructions.

2. Ventilation holes should not be covered with articles such as newspapers, 
tablecloths and curtains to hinder ventilation;

6. The product uses the power plug and appliance coupler as the disconnect 
device from the power grid. The disconnect device should be kept easy to 
operate when used.

The figure shows that the device is only suitable for safe use in areas with an altitude below 2000m.

The diagram indicates that the equipment is only suitable for safe use in non-tropical climates.
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[PRODUCT PARAMETERS]

Active speaker

Active speaker

Active speaker

[REAR PANEL AND OPERATION KEY FUNCTIONS]

1. Input the card holder

2. Microphone input interface

3. Output card base:The signal 
is output through the card 
base. 

4. Microphone volume 
adjustment knob

5. Audio input interface

6. Volume knob

7, recording output interface

8. Low pass filter switch

9. Power indicator

10. High-pass filter switch

11. Power switch

12. Power input seat

NOTE


